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What Is Procurebox?
Procure Box is an application that bridges the gap between
gas distributor and big giant consumers i.e. Domino's, KFC and
many others that requires number of cylinders.
With the leverage of Procure Box application, the consumers
can painlessly book the gas cylinders in a very easy and quick
way. Adjacently, the consumers, as well as gas distributor, can
also view the present status of their gas cylinders booking and
can track where the cylinder has reached.

Our Future Plans
Supplying Domestic Cylinders to Consumers
Distributing Petrol and Diesel Supply
LPG Refilling Orders Intake

HOW IT
WORKS?
Through our designed application the gas distributors can view the number of
orders for gas cylinder delivery on a daily basis. Each distributor is given a SAP
and branch code. By entering the SAP code of a distributor the entire history
of gas distributor can be easily fetched up i.e. it’s personal details, number of
orders taken, number of orders delivered, payment details and many others.

With a large server storage capacity more than 50,000 invoice bills can be
saved at a time in a system. On the other side, it is very much fruitful for the
consumers to book the gas cylinder just by clicking on it.

The consumers can view the cylinder price rate before booking and time of
delivery before placing an order. Hence, with the leverage of this application
by consumers and gas distributors the communication process has been fasten
up and there is no involvement of paperwork to be done manually.
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Supplier (Indian Oil Corporation Limited)
The main distributor of cylinders is IOCL. By the IOCL cylinders do get dispatch to
the distinct gas cylinder distributors wide-spread all across India. The gas cylinder
distributor supplies the cylinder to the consumer upon receiving their order.

Can view all the gas cylinders
order booking and supply
through their controlled panel.
Glance all the important
updates and notiﬁcations of
gas cylinders pricing changes
and many others.

Simplicity to update the
gas cylinder pricing all
over the country.

Ease in viewing PAN India gas
distributors contact details.

IOCL Level 2
(Area Manager)

The Area Manager is the intermediate person
between IOCL and field officer.
He is responsible for the total supply of gas
cylinders to all the stores distributed in his
area of work.
For every area of city, there is an Area Manager
who supervise all the things right from the
order to till the delivery of cylinders.
All the vital information of distributor details,
delivery boy contact information and other
necessary things are being saved with the
Area Manager. He can directly contact to any
person for finding any particulars.
If there is any issue regarding any matter, then
he is the foremost concerning person to
resolve it and ensure that everything is
properly working.
For any problem regarding the shortage of
cylinders or any other operational concern, he
is the responsible person for resolving it.

There is a field officer person who is below the Area
Manager and it is his responsibility to handles all the
distributors under him.
For announcing any important information to all
distributors he is the in-charge person who is
responsible to give the answers.
The field officer is the person who is in direct contact with
the distributor and knows all the information that how many
cylinders are going to get dispatch in the entire day, what is
the storage capacity of every distributor and payment
details from all the consumers.
If in case, the delivery boys are facing any issue with the
distributor then they can directly contact to the field officer.
The field officer has to confirm that the delivery boys have
good transportation facility for delivering the gas cylinders
to consumers.
For supervising the payment from all the stores and
their credit limit, the field officer has to keep an eye on
the accounts of every store.
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It becomes easy for the distributor to take
the gas cylinders order online rather than
on phone calls.

Takes feedback from the customers
for improving the services.

For the late delivery automatic
alerts send to the upper authority
members of IOCL.

The IOCL has coordination with food chain
restaurants for the continuous supply of gas
cylinders to the distinct stores running
all over India.

On the other side, the delivery boy
gets a notification for the order
received from the store. It fastens
the process of delivery of cylinders
that took around 2-3 days to a
maximum of 3-4 hours for the
delivery on the door-step of store.

Company

With a contract agreement and
understanding between both, the
alliances deal for online booking of
gas cylinders has been considered
through Procure Box.

Through Procure Box the food chain
restaurants store manager are easily able
to book the cylinder by logging into the
Procure Box.

Company’s
Admin Level 2
Being an intermediate between Company’s head department of
administration and ﬁeld manager of stores they are responsible for
streamlining the business.

For any gap in the form of miscommunication, late delivery of cylinders at
the store or anything else the administration has to take a step and further
contact the Area and Field Manager for their response.

The food chain restaurants are having branches all over India. In every store,
there is a supply of commercial cylinders. The administration department has
to take care that how much consumption of cylinders is being made by the
individual store in a day, week and month.

All the payment details in the form of invoice or bills are being spent to the
administration for the approval. After receiving approval from them for doing
the payment, the store manager is entitled to clear the due amounts to the
gas distributor.

Company’s
Admin Level 1
The reporting of all store manager of food chain restaurant is being
headed by Company’s Manager.

The ﬁeld manager has to overview the records of every store. For
example, the number of cylinders on an average consumed by the
store. The present number of cylinders the store is having and it’s
ﬁnancial status. All these information are being shared by the store
manager to its upper authority members.
The store manager has to ﬁrst approach the upper management staﬀ
for any new demand regarding the cylinder supply or advance money
intake. Apart from it, if the store is facing any problems than they can
directly approach the upper authority for solution.

All the updated reports of daily order of cylinders by every store can
be viewed by the Administration. It gives them an overview that how
much gas is being consumed by every store.

STORES
The store manager doesn’t need to make
frequent calls for the supply of gas
cylinders.
With the leverage of Procure Box system,
the delivery date of gas cylinders can be
known in advance.
The entire payment details of consumed
gas by the store can be easily fetched up.
For a transparency between store manager
and distributor the system provides a full
clarity for the evidence and validation.
Through Support Tickets the store manager
can report the technical or operational issues
to the administration.

ADVANTAGE TO USERS

With the ease of Procure box online platform the entire process
of ordering the gas cylinders can be completed in 20 seconds.
The entire manual work has been eliminated. All the vital
information can be easily viewed by accessing the Procure Box system.
The working process has become fast, eﬃcient and transparent
with the usage of Procure Box.
Having cloud-based server it has large storage capacity of
storing more than 50,000 invoices of bills.
With the enhanced features of Netbanking the store manager can
easily do the payment without facing any hassles.
Proper tracking of all the activities and a detailed insight of any
order can easily glance.
With all the work streamlined, the logistics and shipping department
doesn’t have to look at multiple things.
By working on Open Source error tracking mechanism the back-end
team of developers can monitor all the activities happening on the
portal as well as quickly bug-ﬁx the issues.
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